FAASTeam presents:

Society of Aviation and Flight Educators (SAFE) - Teaching
Beyond the Minimums

This program focuses on the critical need to
teach well beyond the FAA minimum certification
standards and stay motivated with lifetime
learning. (Do we aim for a 70% when taking any
test?) For educators, the Master Instructor
Program is an important way to stay motivated
and demonstrate your commitment to lifetime
learning.
Safety is impossible in a vacuum. It requires highlevel community standards and a "safety culture"
to promote compliance and continuous learning.
The FAASTeam WINGS Pilot Proficiency
Program - WINGS - provides exactly this kind of
critical outreach and motivation for all pilots.
Through in-person and online education, WINGS
sets a high standard and enables continuous
lifetime learning for pilots.
Bring your questions and comments for this LIVE
event and challenge yourself to be a better pilot
and educator with WINGS.
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Contact: Aeronautical Proficiency Training
314-787-7454
john@teipen.com
Select #: CE03108795
Lead Representative JOHN ANTHONY
TEIPEN

Directions: To access this WINGS Industry Network
"INSIGHTS" Broadcast - CLICK HEREREGISTRATION IS
NOT REQUIRED, NO ADDITIONAL
DOWNLOADS REQUIRED - just click on the webpage link
above to view the programUNABLE TO ATTEND THE LIVE
BROADCAST? You may access the ARCHIVED program at
any time after the LIVE Broadcast via the link above on
virtually any internet connected device.WINGS CREDIT is
earned immediately after passing the knowledge quiz on the
FAA Safety website using the NEW 2-step to quiz process.

A message from the National FAASTeam Manager
Earn your WINGS to get a chance to win a cash prize. Go to
www.mywingsinitiative.org
for more info.
Join us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/GASafety/
Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!
The FAA Safety Team (FAASTeam) is committed to providing equal access to this meeting/event for all participants. If you need
alternative formats or services because of a disability, please communicate your request as soon as possible with the person in the
“Contact Information” area of the meeting/event notice. Note that two weeks is usually required to arrange services.

